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FoxIt Reader 

So, now that your students have access to your pdf 

documents how do they digitally complete the handout?  

In  addition  to  the  basic  PDF  viewing  functions,  FoxIt 

Reader  also  includes  various  advance features,  such  as  

adding  annotations,  by typing or drawing.  The student 

can then send the annotated PDF to the teacher to see and 

evaluate. 

 

Annotation tools make adding annotations on PDFs possible.  There are various annotation tools 

with different functions for you to choose:   

 

These tools that are used to add or create comments to PDF documents are placed on the 

Commenting, Drawing and Markup toolbars. You can also find these tools on the Menu Bar. 

             Using the Typewriter Tool 

  Students can complete handouts 

using the typewriter tool. 

 Students and teachers can add 

textboxes to the document. 

 Teachers can use the Callout tool 

to add comments. 
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Using the Text Tools   

Selecting the Text Tool enables you to 

add most types of text edits, including 

highlight, strikeout, underline, squiggly 

and replacement.  It has integrated the 

select text function with Text Markup 

Tool. When you select text with the 

Select Text Tool, a menu of text editing 

options will appear on the right click on 

text menu.  

 

 

 

 

   Using the Drawing Markup Tools  

The Drawing Markup tools help you to make 

annotations with drawings, shapes, and text 

messages. You  can  use  the  Drawing  Markup  

tools  to    mark  up  a  document  with  arrows,   

lines,  squares, rectangles, circles,  ellipses,  

polygons,  polygon  lines, clouds,  etc.   

 

Drawing  Markup tools  provide another kind of 

comment. It is quite useful when you have to 

make some shapes to mark the text 
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    Using the Note Comment 

The most common type of comments is the note 

comments. A note comment has a note icon that appears on 

the page and a pop-up not for text message.  The message 

box could be resized and will wrap when you enter more 

text. 

 

 

Activity: 

1. Download the pdf document Define Cell Parts 

2. Use the Typewriter Tool to write the function of each organelle. 

3. Use the Typewriter Textbox Tool to identify the cell organelles. 

4. Use the Typewrite Call out and place the word Plant or Animal before the work cell 

found in the directions, dependent upon your thought of the diagram being plant or 

animal. 

5. Open your browser.  Go to  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organelle 

a. Copy the 1
st
 two paragraphs 

b. Paste the two paragraph into word 

c. Use a Text Tool to highlight the hyperlinked words in the 1
st
 paragraph 

6. Use the Drawing Pencil and put a red square around the nucleolus.   

7. Use a Note Comment and explain why this is a plant or animal cell. 

 

8. From the Wikipedia page, right click and copy the cell image and paste to 

your word document. 

 

 

9. Save your word document as Cell Assignment. 

10. Attach your word document to the Cell Assignment.  

11. Click Comments Attach a File. Place the thumbtack below 

the word Directions. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Animal_Cell.svg
http://www.byron226.org/education/components/docmgr/download.php?sectiondetailid=3021&fileitem=13926&catfilter=2445
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organelle

